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Project Description

Sweihan PV Power Co. PJSC (SPPC or Noor) is a United Arab Emirates (UAE)-based
limited-purpose entity that owns, operates, and maintains the Noor photovoltaic (PV) power plant
in Abu Dhabi, one of the seven emirates that make up the UAE. Noor PV was the largest single-site
solar PV project at the time of completion in April 2019 with an installed capacity of 1,177 MW(DC)
(881MW [AC]).

SPPC plans to issue approximately $728 million of fixed-rate senior secured bonds, maturing on
Jan. 31, 2049. SPPC will use the proceeds to repay its existing $587 million of senior debt, pay
break costs on the associated swaps, fund transaction costs and reserves, and distribute the
residual amount to its shareholders.

SPPC operates as an independent power project (IPP) with a long-term power purchase
agreement (PPA) with Emirates Water and Electricity Co. PJSC (EWEC) for all electricity output
from the site. Following an extension of its existing term on or before the financial close, the PPA
has a term of 30 years from commencement of commercial operations and expires in April 2049.
At the time of bid submission in 2016, the project had the most competitive levelized tariff
achieved to date in the global solar PV market (AED8.888 fils/KWh).

The project is located near the town of Sweihan in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates,
on a flat site approximately 120 kilometers east of the city of Abu Dhabi. The project has a land
lease agreement with Abu Dhabi Power Corp. on the site that runs through 2052, beyond the term
of the debt and the PPA.
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Chart 1

The plant uses monocrystalline PV modules from JinkoSolar in an east-west fixed-tilt ground
mounted configuration, and Ingeteam inverters.

The plant was completed on time and under budget, and has been operating for more than two
years. It covers approximately 7.8 square kilometers of land and contains about 3.2 million
modules.

Chart 2
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The project is owned 60%/40% by local and foreign shareholders respectively. Marubeni Corp. and
JinkoSolar Holding Co. Ltd. each own half the foreign shareholding, while Abu Dhabi National
Energy Co. PJSC (TAQA) owns the local stake in the project company.

The project benefits from a well-established contractual framework, which for over 20 years has
been the basis for 14 independent water and power plants (IWPPs) by the government of Abu
Dhabi, raising over $5 billion in equity and $21 billion in debt.

The issuer will service the bonds from cash flows generated under the PPA contract after paying
operating and maintenance costs. The project used Sterling and Wilson Private Ltd. and Shapoorji
Pallonji & Co. Private Ltd. as the engineering, procurement, and construction (EPC) contractor, and
their responsibilities also include the provision of operation and maintenance services through
June 2022. After that date, the project will self-perform operations and maintenance
responsibilities.

Final ratings will depend upon receipt and satisfactory review of all final transaction
documentation, including legal opinions. Accordingly, the preliminary ratings should not be
construed as evidence of final ratings. If S&P Global Ratings does not receive final documentation
within a reasonable time frame, or if final documentation departs from materials reviewed, S&P
Global Ratings reserves the right to withdraw or revise its ratings.

Credit Highlights

Strengths

- Strategic to Abu Dhabi and EWEC: SPPC plays a strategic role to Abu Dhabi and contributes to
EWEC's target of electricity generation from renewables. Noor is the first project in a series of
planned solar PV projects, with EWEC as off-taker. Based on EWEC's base-case production
forecasts, Noor displaces significant volumes of gas, which in turn generates material
associated cost savings ($1 billion of savings estimated between 2020-2035).

- Supportive PPA: the project benefits from a 30-year take-or-pay obligation with a fixed tariff
from EWEC with no curtailment risk and a favorable risk allocation even under certain events of
force majeure and grid outage.

- No currency exposure: The PPA tariff is indexed to the U.S. dollar, which mitigates the foreign
currency risk as the bond repayment is also in U.S. dollars.

- Inflation: A portion of the PPA tariff is indexed to inflation in the same proportion as the
operating costs. Hence, the inflation movements do not pose a material risk to debt service.

- Government-related entity: We consider the project to benefit from its close relationship to the
government, which is a majority owner of the project, owner of the offtaker, majority owner of
the transmission system operator TRANSCO, owner of the ground lessor for the plant site,
owner of the electrical energy supplier for auxiliary consumption by the project during
non-operational hours, and provider of a guarantee that backstops EWEC's obligation in case of
PPA termination.

- Proven technology: Solar PV power plants are characterized by a solid well-proven technology
and limited operation and maintenance (O&M) risk due to the simplicity of works to be
performed to operate the plant. As the panels are in a fixed position, the operations are less
complex than plants with tracker technology.

- No interest rate risk: The new debt has a fixed coupon.
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Key Risks

- The project retains O&M risk: the project company will be performing operations in-house from
June 2022 onwards. This creates a risk that the operating expenditures (opex) may exceed the
amounts budgeted or that the timing of the expenditure may differ from SPPC's forecasts. To
account for such risk, we have assumed a higher O&M budget for equipment such as inverters
that we deem to have a shorter life than the project. Based on our experience at other PV
projects, we have also assumed refurbishment costs for such equipment occur on a more
uneven basis by year than budgeted by SPPC.

- The maintenance reserving account: the transaction structure provides for a reserve that
prefunds future spares and equipment replacement costs until January 2028 and retains any
underspend versus budget. While we see this reserving as sufficient for the project, we do see it
as relatively weaker compared to projects that prefund a maintenance reserve account on a
look-forward basis throughout the debt term, as the financial metrics are exposed to the risk
that actual expenditure may be higher than what we currently assume.

- Solar resource: The plant has only collected on-site data since November 2018. Although the
forecasts were derived from high-quality pyranometers, solar resource relies materially on
long-term satellite data. Pending an additional track record of generation, there is a risk that
actual production may differ from the forecast.

- The debt and the PPA assume an asset useful life of 30 years, which is longer than some peers'
projects we rate: Our analysis budgets for additional operating costs to meet increased
maintenance requirements during the last five years of the debt and the PPA term.

Outlook

The stable outlook on the senior bond rating reflects our expectation of steady cash flows
supported by the project's PPA agreement with EWEC that eliminates market and price risk
exposure and the proven technology of the asset. We expect a minimum debt service coverage
ratio (DSCR) of 1.2x over the life of the project. In addition, we anticipate the project will continue
to have a moderately high likelihood of support from the government.

Downside scenario

We could lower the rating on the bonds if the project experiences material operating cost
increases or deteriorating performance due to lower-than-expected resource levels, reduced
availability, or panel degradation, with minimum DSCR trending towards the middle of the
1.1x-1.2x range. We could also downgrade the transaction if the strategic importance to the
government of the project weakens.

Upside scenario

We view an upgrade as unlikely over the short term. We could raise the rating once the project has
produced a sufficient track record of operating the asset in line with the expected generation and
our expected O&M cost, with a minimum DSCR trending toward 1.3x.
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Financing Details

Org. Summary

At financial close, Sweihan PV Power Co. PJSC plans to issue approximately $728 million in
aggregate principal amount of fixed rate senior secured bonds due 2049.

Concomitant with this transaction, the PPA will be extended from 25 years to 30 years from project
commercial operation date (PCOD), expiring in April 2049.

Equity ownership of Sweihan PV Power Co. PJSC is split 60%/40% between the local shareholder
and international shareholders. The Abu Dhabi National Energy Co. (TAQA) has 100% ownership
interest in the local shareholder and therefore 60% interest in the project. Marubeni and
JinkoSolar each have a 50% interest in the International Shareholder, which equates to a 20%
interest in the project through intermediate entities Axia Power Holdings B.V. and JinkoSolar
Sweihan (HK) Ltd., respectively.

Chart 3
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Sources and uses

Sweihan PV Power Co. PJSC: The bond proceeds will be used to repay the existing debt and to
fund transaction costs and reserves, with any residual amount being distributed to shareholders.

Table 1

Sources And Uses Of Funds

US$ mil.

Sources of funds Uses of funds

Proceeds of bonds issuance 728 Repayment of commercial bank facility 587

Transaction costs (including swap break costs) 88
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Table 1

Sources And Uses Of Funds (cont.)

US$ mil.

Sources of funds Uses of funds

DSRA funding 17

Shareholder distributions 36

Sources of funds 728 Uses of funds 728

Key project features

The table below contains a summary of the key features and the key parties:

Table 2

Key Project Features

Project Type Renewable energy project refinancing

Location Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

Key Parties

Project Company Noor Abu Dhabi - Sweihan PV Power Company PJSC

PPA Offtaker EWEC

EPC Contractor Sterling and Wilson Private Ltd. and Shapoorji Pallonji & Co. Private Ltd.

O&M Provider EPC Contractor until June 2022, thereafter project company.

Lender's TA Wood and ATA for the resource assessment

Ultimate Shareholders TAQA (60%), Marubeni Corp. (20%), JinkoSolar (20%)

Onshore account bank & Onshore
security agent

HSBC Bank Middle East Ltd., Dubai Branch

Offshore account bank &
intercreditor agent

HSBC Bank plc

Bond trustee & offshore security
agent

HSBC Corporate Trustee Co (UK) Ltd.

Initial working capital bank First Abu Dhabi Bank PJSC

Key Features

Sector Power / Renewables

Project Description Photovoltaic plant using monocrystalline panels with east-west fixed tilt.

Payment Mechanism Fixed tariff per MWh through long-term PPA.

Govt. Support Procurer credit support (provided by govt. of Abu Dhabi guaranteeing the termination
payment of EWEC under the PPA).

Reserve Accounts

Debt Service Reserve 6 months

Maintenance Reserve Traps the underspend amount and prefunds future budget needs with fixed additional
amount of $309k per payment date until 2028.

Debt Structure

Senior Debt Amount US$728 mil.
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Table 2

Key Project Features (cont.)

Interest Rate Fixed interest rate paid semi-annually.

Repayments Fully amortizing, sculpted repayment profile.

Maturity Jan. 31, 2049

Minimum DSCR (S&P Base Case*) 1.20x

Average DSCR (S&P Base Case) 1.20x

Distribution Lockup 1.10x 12-month forward and backward looking DSCR test.

DSCR Default Covenant 1.05x 12-month backward and forward looking DSCR test.

Debt Tail 3 months (April 2049)

*S&P Global Ratings base case assumes a one-year P-90 solar resource forecast, 0.5% annual degradation rate, and other assumptions
detailed below.

Debt profile

The senior debt balance is fully amortizing, with final repayment in January 2049. Around 43% of
senior debt is outstanding in the last 10 years, and 22% in the last five years, and there are no
sharp changes in the amortization curve through the project life.
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Chart 4

Operations Phase SACP

Summary

- We assess the project as having low operating risk, and we assign an operations phase
business assessment (OPBA) of '3' (on a scale of '1' [lowest risk] to '12' [highest risk]) in line
with comparable projects. Our assessment reflects a modest level of resource risk and no
market risk.

- Under our base case we expect a minimum and an average annual DSCR of 1.2x through the
term of the debt. The combination of the business and financial profile of the project during this
phase is consistent with an operations phase SACP of 'bbb-'.

- Our downside assessment of 'BBB' does not lead to any adjustment, leading to an operations
phase SACP of 'bbb-'.

- We consider the project a government-related entity, and view the likelihood of extraordinary
government support to be moderately high. This provides a two-notch uplift to arrive at a
stand-alone credit profile (SACP) of 'bbb+'.
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Performance risk

As a photovoltaic solar project using monocrystalline modules in an east-west fixed tilt position,
we view the performance risk of the project as low.

The 3.2 million panels are from JinkoSolar and the 828 inverters are from Ingeteam. Both
equipment suppliers are well known with a historical performance record at multiple installations
around the globe, and we consider both to be Tier 1 suppliers. Indeed, JinkoSolar is one of the
largest manufacturers of solar panels in the world.

The east-west fixed-tilt installation is a simple and reliable approach that avoid additional
maintenance related to trackers and motors that we see in single or two axis tracker power plants.

With construction complete, we do not see the project exposed to any specific technology risk that
may materially impact production levels.

While the project is located in a desert environment, the plant is equipped with 1,430 robots from
Sol-Bright that use a waterless process to clean the PV modules. This is a common approach in
areas with limited access to water.

Under the PPA agreement, the project is not subject to any penalties if it generates less energy
than forecast, down to a minimum threshold of 70% of projected net output in any rolling 24
months. Below that threshold the offtaker has the option to terminate the PPA. This minimum
contractual obligation is well below our base and downside numbers and we view it as very
unlikely that the plant could reach such levels.

As part of their post construction responsibilities, the EPC contractor is obligated to provide O&M
for the plant over the first two years of provisional acceptance. Project commercial operation date
was achieved in April 2019, but after a year of operations the project was not achieving minimum
generation capacity levels as specified under the EPC contract. This was identified by the resource
consultant and technical advisor to be due to higher-than-expected initial light and temperature
induced degradation. However, this type of degradation is common in the first couple of years of
life of panels and the degradation rate has slowed as expected as the panels age. To resolve this
shortfall, the EPC contractor installed an additional 32MW of panels in May and June 2020 to
meet the EPC-guaranteed performance ratio requirements. The project achieved provisional
acceptance under the EPC contract once these additional panels were installed, and the period of
O&M responsibilities for the EPC contractor were extended through two years beyond this date (to
June 10, 2022).

The project plans to take over and self-perform operations and maintenance after that date, and
we understand SPPC plans to follow a similar approach to what has been used by the EPC
contractor. We see this approach as robust and in line with leading industry standards. The scope
of O&M include an engineering team who monitor the performance on a daily basis and provide
instruction to maintenance staff to carry out preventative, scheduled, and unscheduled
maintenance. The engineering team also monitor spare-part quantities and usage.

The project now has over two years of operating history and has averaged 99.4% availability. The
project has had a couple of periods with lower-than-average availability

- In the first two months of operation the project experienced some ground faults of inverter
transformers. This was identified as a manufacturing defect and the contractor and
manufacturer corrected this fault by July 2019. Software was also updated for inverters to
better allow for summer temperature peaks above 46 degrees celsius.

- In April 2021, the project suffered an earth fault in a switchgear relay that led to a portion of the
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project being offline for repairs for two weeks. This was linked to faulty equipment, and after
the repair the company put in place a mitigation plan with ready spares, monitoring, and
preemptive maintenance. We consider the likelihood of reoccurrence is low.

The project also suffered a fire in an inverter in August 2020. However, the benefit of scale at the
project was evident in this situation. The project has 207 blocks onsite, each of which includes
four inverters and one transformer. The outage of that block as it was repaired only reduced
overall monthly availability to 99.8%.

Resource risk

We assess resource and raw material risk as modest because the project benefits from
high-quality onsite data together with long-term satellite data with low uncertainly.

Although the project has only three years of onsite data, which is materially below the 10 years or
more we have for some peers, we believe the data collected so far matches closely to longer-term
satellite-gathered data that spans more than 20 years.

The project has engaged both a technical advisor (Wood Group) and a resource consultant (Astrom
Technical Advisors, or ATA). ATA completed an updated resource assessment in July 2021 with an
additional year of onsite data. The generation forecast is around 1.76% lower than was forecast a
year earlier, but the project debt and repayment levels have been structured to reflect this
updated forecast.

S&P Global Ratings assume a one-year P90 resource level in our base case and one-year P99
resource level in our downside case. Over the first two full years of production, the plant has
produced 1,980.1 GWh and 2,054.2 GWh of electricity, respectively. This was 2.3% and 4.1% above
our base-case assumptions of 1,934 GWh and 1,972 GWh, respectively, and 3.6% and 2% below
the P50 projection. The second full year had a larger expected production level due to the
additional 32MW of panels added after one year of production.

Market risk

We do not project any material market exposure as the project benefits from a fixed tariff
throughout the PPA term. The tariff is not subject to any renegotiation.

Furthermore, EWEC has the obligation to pay for all energy produced irrespective of demand of
curtailment risk. Hence, the project is not subject to any demand/supply risk due to a potential
curtailment.

There is no minimum volumes and the plant sells all net production to EWEC. The PPA is expected
to run through April 2049, which is three months after the final maturity of the rated debt.

Under our criteria, as the market risk has no impact on cashflows, we make no adjustment to the
operations phase business assessment for this factor. This is typically for fully contracted solar
assets--the risk to project revenues is driven by resource variation rather than uncertainty in
market prices.

Base Case Assumptions And Key Metrics
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Assumptions

- Generation: Electricity production volume exceeding 90% when assessed statistically over a
one-year period (P90 one year)

- Degradation: 0.5% per year

- Availability: 98.5%

- UAE CPI: 2% from 2021 thereafter

- U.S. PPI: -3.4% in 2020, 5.5% in 2021, 3.9% in 2022, and 2.0% thereafter

- O&M expenses: In line with company forecasts except for 1) TSA costs which are subordinate in
the waterfall, but we modelled as operating costs (senior to debt service); 2) Module spares in
the last five years stressed by 10%; 3) Inverter budget equal to $31 million in aggregate, based
on the assumption that during the life of the debt SPPC may need to spend an amount
equivalent to the cost of replacement of all its inverters. Our $31 million assumption is based
on today's inverters cost. We assume such expenditure will not follow a linear profile having
minor and major maintenance schedule.

- Working capital facility: Facility of $7.5 million assumed to be undrawn. Therefore, SPPC is
assumed to be liable only for the commitment fees.

- Maintenance reserve account (MRA): In line with the MRA definition under the term sheet
where the mechanism traps underspent amounts at all times while also prefunding spares and
equipment replacement costs until January 2028 with a fixed amount of $309,000 at each debt
repayment date.

- Debt service reserve account: Cash-funded at financial close.

- Useful life of the plant: 30 years since the commercial operation date.

- Interest Income: None

Key Metrics

- We expect a minimum annual DSCR of 1.2x and an average annual DSCR of 1.2x. The operations
phase business assessment (OPBA) is '3'.

- We assess the operations phase SACP at 'bbb-' based on this minimum.
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Chart 5

Table 3

Preliminary Operations Phase SACP

--Preliminary operations phase SACP outcome in column headers--

--Minimum DSCR ranges shown in the cells below*--

aa a bbb bb b

OPBA

1-2 => 1.75 1.75-1.20 1.20-1.10 <1.10§ <1.10§

3-4 N/A => 1.4 1.40–1.20 1.20–1.10 < 1.10

5-6 N/A => 2.00 2.00–1.40 1.40–1.20 < 1.20

7-8 N/A => 2.50 2.50–1.75 1.75–1.40 < 1.40

9-10 N/A => 5.00 5.00–2.50 2.50–1.50 < 1.50

11-12 N/A N/A N/A => 3.00x < 3.00

*DSCR ranges include values at the lower bound, but not the upper bound. As an example, for a range of 1.20x-1.10x, a value of 1.20x is
excluded, while a value of 1.10x is included. §In determining the outcome in these cells, the key factors are typically the forecasted minimum
DSCR (with at least 1.05x generally required for the 'BB' category), as well as relative break-even performance and liquidity levels. Please also
refer to the FAQ at the end of this article.

Downside Case Assumptions And Key Metrics
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Assumptions

- Energy generation: Electricity production amount exceeding 99% when assessed statistically
over a one-year period (P99 one year)

- Degradation: 0.625% per year (+25% relative increase from our base case assumption)

- Availability: 95.5% (3% absolute decrease from base case)

- UAE CPI: +1% in first five years compared to base case

- US PPI: +1% in first five years compared to base case

- O&M costs: +12% compared to base assumption

- Working capital facility: In line with base-case assumption

- DSRA: In line with base-case assumption

- Interest Income: In line with base-case assumption"

Key Metrics

The minimum DSCR under our downside case is 0.98x. The DSCRs are above 1.0x for 23 years and
project liquidity reserves are sufficient to support debt service through the final four years in
which DSCR falls below 1.0x. Liquidity comes from a combination of the debt service reserve
together with trapped distributions; the DSCR in this scenario remains below the 1.1x distribution
lock-up threshold through the entire downside scenario. As the project survives more than five
years under this downside scenario, we assess the downside resilience at 'bbb'. This has no
notching impact on the preliminary SACP of 'bbb-'.

Liquidity

We believe the project's liquidity is commensurate with comparably rated project finance
transactions and assess it as neutral. The project has opened and maintains onshore and offshore
accounts at HSBC Bank Middle East Ltd., Dubai Branch, and HSBC Bank PLC, respectively.

Onshore accounts include a receipts account and onshore operating account in dirham in Abu
Dhabi. The project also has the option to set up an overdraft account at this bank. The offshore
accounts include the bond proceeds account, offshore operating account, debt service reserve
account (DSRA), maintenance reserve account, and insurance and compensation account, and are
in U.S. dollars in London. The project can also set up a distribution account in U.S. dollars or
dirham.

The project DSRA is cash-funded and has a target balance sized to the next six months of senior
debt service (principal and interest).

The issuer will prefund spares costs by depositing in the MRA on a semiannual basis a fixed
amount of $309,000 until January 2028. These deposits that total $3.7 million during the first
seven years enable the project to build up the maintenance reserve in initial years so it is better
prepared to fund what can be in our view uneven repair costs for panels or inverters later in the
project life. Any underspend amounts will be retained in this reserve through the debt term.

Under our base case, the MRA balance is modelled as senior to debt service as we view its funding
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to be essential to continued operation of the plant through the debt term. In our projection, its
balance goes up progressively from 2021 to 2028 to reach $4.5 million and then starts being
drawn down to meet lifecycle costs from 2029 to early 2032. After July 2032 the MRA only serves
at trapping underspend amounts. As outlined in the graph below, we don't forecast any
underspend amounts on inverters after 2032 as our budget expectations exceeds the sponsors
assumption.

Chart 6
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Chart 7

Working capital facility

The sponsors have a working capital facility in place of $7.5 million. We assume the working
capital facility to be undrawn in the base case and hence only the commitment fees are paid
monthly. The working capital facility is ranking pari passu with the senior debt.

There is adequate headroom under financial covenants. The annual backward- and
forward-looking DSCR distribution lock-up ratio is set at 1.10x, which is below the ratios
calculated under our base-case analysis, and a 10% decline in forecasted cash flow available for
debt service under our base case does not lead to a breach of the 1.05x financial covenant.

Project Counterparties

Revenue counterparty

The project benefits from a PPA with EWEC that runs through April 2049, three months after the
maturity of the project debt. EWEC was incorporated in 2018 as a replacement for the Abu Dhabi
Water and Electricity Company. It is regulated by the Department of Energy of the Government of
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the Emirate of Abu Dhabi.

The Abu Dhabi water and electricity sector is structured on a "single buyer" model, in which all
production capacity (power or water) is purchased centrally by EWEC.

Water and electricity are then sold to distribution and supply companies via an annually adjusted
bulk supply tariff (BST) for onward sale to the final customers. The two distribution companies
(AADC and ADDC) also pay the Abu Dhabi Transmission and Dispatch Company (TRANSCO) the
transmission use of system (TUoS) tariffs for using its transmission system to transport water and
electricity from the production plants to the distribution systems.

The single buyer, transmission, distribution, supply companies are monopolies in their service or
business areas, so they are regulated economically via price control reviews.

We consider EWEC as a material counterparty and the sole possible off-taker in the Abu Dhabi
region, hence EWEC is treated as irreplaceable. Our assessment of EWEC's creditworthiness does
not constrain the rating on the project.

Operations counterparty

The construction contractor consisting of Sterling and Wilson Private Ltd. and Shapoorji Pallonji &
Co. Private Ltd. is responsible for operation and maintenance of the plant through June 10, 2022.
After that date, the project company plans to take over these responsibilities.

In our opinion, the project's routine O&M requirements are relatively straightforward and there are
suitable alternative operators available if required given the numerous PV plans in the UAE.
Therefore, this counterparty's creditworthiness is not a key rating consideration.

Financial counterparties

The issuer will maintain offshore bank accounts at HSBC Bank PLC (AA+/Stable/A-1+) and
onshore bank accounts at HSBC Bank Middle East Ltd., Dubai Branch. We weak-link the rating to
the creditworthiness of the account banks because the replacement language in the account
agreement is not in line with our financial counterparty criteria requiring the replacement of the
bank account provider if its S&P Global Ratings rating falls below that of the project. Our ratings
on each of these entities do not currently constrain the rating on the project.

First Abu Dhabi Bank (AA-/neg/A-1+) is the provider of a $US7.5 million working capital facility for
the project. This also does not currently constrain the rating.

Transaction Structure

The transaction structure meets our requirements to be assessed under our project finance
methodology. That is, the project is structured as a limited-purpose entity; provides senior lenders
a senior secured ranking through a security package to the key project assets; contains covenants
to limit the project's range of permitted actions, including future financings; and includes
cash-management covenants and establishes a cash-management system that prioritizes the
payment of senior debt service ahead of other project obligations.

When analyzing the transaction structure underpinning the project, we note that cross-default
provisions exist, allowing the project to be terminated upon a default of the offtaker (EWEC).
Under such a scenario, we would anticipate that government termination guarantees would be
triggered. We therefore regard the parent linkage as capped by the rating on Abu Dhabi.
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The project's contractual structure is strong and based on a well-established IWPP contractual
framework in Abu Dhabi. It includes similar structural features to other projects that we have
analyzed, such as cash waterfall, security over accounts, debt service reserves, insurances,
negative pledge over assets and standard distribution lock-ups, and minimum financial
covenants. SPPC's business purposes are confined to owning the project assets (the solar plant),
entering into the project's operational contracts and finance documents, and operating the
defined project business.

All senior debt, including the outstanding term loan and working capital facility, ranks pari passu.

Parent linkage

We assess the project as de-linked from its parent. The financing documents contain sufficient
restrictions on the project's activities for us to assess it as a limited purpose entity, with the sole
purpose of operating, maintaining, and financing the plant. The project company has no ability to
merge or reorganize, and there are limitations on amendments to organizational documents. Any
contracts with related parties are arm's-length contracts, and the obligor benefits from
independent directors.

There is no cross-default provision with the parents (neither the local nor the foreign
shareholders). However, an insolvency of the offtaker, EWEC, would trigger a default under the
financing documents. We deem this default risk as already captured in our revenue counterparty
analysis as we cap the project rating as no higher than our assessment on EWEC.

Structural protection

We assess structural protection as neutral, which does not affect the rating.

The financing documents contain protective covenants for the senior creditors' benefit, including a
restriction on the obligor's ability to incur additional debt, limitations on asset sales, minimum
insurance requirements, and a negative pledge.

- Events of default. The events of default are customary for this type of transaction, with the
addition of the above noted cross-default to EWEC.

- Distributions. The transaction document allows for any distribution twice per year, subject to
passing a distribution test. Among other conditions, distributions are permitted if historic DSCR
and the projected DSCR on the payment date are at least 1.10x.

- Additional debt provisions. The issuer may not raise additional senior debt; however, it is
allowed typical trade indebtedness up to $2 million, other debt up to $2.5 million, and
subordinate debt as defined in the indenture, including potential shareholder loans in the
future. The conditions for subordinate debt in financial documents comply with our
requirements to consider the loans as subordinated debt.

Cash flow waterfall

The cash flow waterfall as set out under the financing documents meets our structural protection
requirements.

Revenues in dirhams are deposited into the onshore operating account. Budgeted operating
expense amounts for the next period are retained in that account, with the remaining funds
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converted to U.S. dollars and transferred to the offshore operating account. Funds in that account
are then disbursed as follows:

- Taxes and capital costs.

- Transfer to onshore account and shortfall in amount to pay dirham-denominated O&M or
capital costs.

- Senior financing costs.

- Repayment of bond interest and principal.

- Funding of DSRA to meet the required balance.

- Funding of MRA to meet the required balance.

- Transfer to onshore account to pay any dirham-denominated payments.

- Approved DSRA and MRA credit support fees.

- Voluntary prepayments.

- Subordinated Technical Service Agreement fees.

- To the extent that the distribution test is satisfied, to pay distributions.

Security package

The senior debt holders and secured creditors claims are secured by a perfected first-ranking
security package that covers:

- A mortgage over the land leasehold interest in the project.

- A commercial mortgage over the assets of the project.

- A pledge of the shareholder's share in the project company.

- Insurance assignment.

- Account pledge.

- Assignment over all the project documents including the PPA (excluding the Distributions
Account).

- Direct agreement ensuring step in rights to the security parties with respect to the PPA,
procurer credit support, EPC contract, foreign exchange agreement, land lease, shareholders
agreement, and connection agreement.

Other Modifiers

Sovereign rating limitation

The 'BBB+' rating on the debt is lower than the long-term rating on the Emirate of Abu Dhabi
(AA/Stable/A-1+). The rating on the debt is therefore not constrained by the sovereign rating.
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Government related entity

The 'BBB+' long-term rating on the debt incorporates two notches of uplift from the
operations-phase SACP to reflect our view of the moderately high likelihood of extraordinary
support from the Abu Dhabi government.

We consider SPPC to be a government-related entity (GRE) since the project could be affected by
extraordinary intervention from the government, based on our view of the project's important role
for and strong link with the government.

We base our view of SPPC's important role on:

- The GRE status of the offtaker, EWEC, and the shareholders (TAQA).

- SPPC's important strategic role in supplying renewable power to the UAE. This project is the
first in a planned series of solar PV projects in Abu Dhabi.

- Increasing renewables within the energy supply mix has been identified as a key strategic
objective by EWEC and Government of Abu Dhabi, with the UAE expected to meet >50% of its
power needs from renewables by 2050.

- Demand for power is key for Abu Dhabi and the UAE's expansion plans in relation to
infrastructure and in the commodities space.

- Noor is critical to the sector meeting its objectives of reduction of sector costs, primarily
through ultra-competitive energy prices.

- Based on EWEC base-case production forecasts, Noor displaces significant volumes of gas,
which in turn generates huge associated cost savings ($1 billion of savings between
2020-2035).

- The project has a positive role in building a sustainable economy beyond the hydrocarbon
sector.

- Success of the IWPP program plays an important role for the government to be able to procure
foreign investment in the energy sector.

We base our view of SPPC's strong link on:

- All major counterparties (offtaker, 60% majority shareholder, and lessor under the land lease)
are GREs, and the procurer credit support is the government of Abu Dhabi. The latter provides
an unconditional and irrevocable sovereign guarantee of EWEC's mandatory purchase payment
obligations upon termination of the PPA.

- SPPC has several indirect government representatives on its board (four out of the seven board
directors are nominated by the local shareholder). The chairman of SPPC is also nominated by
the local shareholder.

- The Abu Dhabi government and its affiliates provide a change of control clause under the
transaction demonstrating their commitment to the transaction.

- Other similarly structured and led Abu Dhabi projects have received financial support from the
Emirate of Abu Dhabi in the past. These peers in the region structured within the same EWEC
framework have received a similar assessment of moderately high support from the
government.
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Comparative Analysis

Table 4

Rating Snapshot and Peer Comparison

Projects
Izcalli Investments
S.A.U.

Sonnedix Finance
(formerly Vela
Energy)

Ruwais Power Co.
PJSC (Shuweihat 2)

Emirates SembCorp
Water & Power Co.
PJSC

Project's technology Portfolio of 38 MW of
PV assets

Portfolio of 88 MW of
PV assets

IWPP (CCGT and RO) IWPP (CCGT and RO)

Number of assets 9 42 1 1

Location Andalucia, Spain Across Spain UAE UAE

Operations phase SACP
(senior debt)

3 3 5 5

Preliminary SACP bbb bbb bb- bb+

Downside assessment bbb (no impact) a (+1 notch) a (+2 notches) a (+2 notches)

Capital structure and
average DSCR

- - - +1 notch

Liquidity Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral

Comparative rating
analysis

- - +1 notch -

Sovereign rating
limitation

A A AA AA

Counterparty rating
adjustment

- - - -

Operations phase SACP bbb bbb+ bbb- bbb+

Modifiers (senior debt)

Parent linkage Delinked Delinked De-linked De-linked

Structural protection Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral

Full credit guarantee aa (Assured Guaranty
Europe plc)

None None None

GRE adjustments - - +2 Notches +1 Notch

Senior debt issue rating AA BBB+ BBB+ A-

Outlook on senior debt Stable Stable Stable Stable

Underlying rating
(SPUR)

BBB

Outlook (on SPUR) Stable

From a technology and performance perspective, the project compares well with most solar PV
assets we rate. From a structuring and risk allocation perspective, this project is very similar to
the other IWPPs we rate in UAE (Sembcorp and Ruwais) as they have similar local shareholders
and are considered government related entities, have the same offtake risk allocation, and have
identical counterparty risk.

Sonnedix and Izcalli each have a portfolio of solar assets in Spain. SPPC by comparison is at one
location, but is more than 12 times larger than either of these projects, and has been built with
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independent subsections that are connected in parallel. In our view, this provides SPPC similar
redundancy and diversity of generation capacity to those portfolio projects. O&M requirements
and PV and inverter technologies are also similar in complexity. In particular, Izcalli has fixed-tilt
panels like Sweihan.

Sembcorp (Fujairah F1) and Ruwais (Shuweihat S2) are both combined power and desalination
plants in the UAE. Sembcorp has 760MW of contracted power generation capacity and 130 million
imperial gallons per day (MIGD) of net contracted water. Ruwais has and 1,496MW of contracted
power and 100 MIGD of water. Sembcorp operates like a tolling pant with an availability-based
tariff under a power and water purchase agreement (PWPA) with EWEC, while Ruwais operates
under a 25-year PWPA also with EWEC. Like Sweihan, the government of Abu Dhabi owns 60% of
each of these projects and provides a guarantee of mandatory purchase payment obligations
under the PWPA if it is terminated in certain circumstances. Like with Sweihan, we assess both of
these entities as GREs due to their important role for the government and strong link to the
Emirate of Abu Dhabi. As such, we consider all three entities as GREs that could benefit from
extraordinary intervention from the government and provide each with uplift due to their GRE
nature.

The financial ratios for Sweihan are weaker than those of Izcalli or Sonnedix. This is partly due to
lower unit energy revenues, and with the average and minimum at the bottom of the 'BBB'
category for Sweihan, the project has less buffer to underperformance at its rating level than the
other two projects. However, the Sweihan project is 12x larger than Sonnedix and 25x larger than
Izcalli, and this scale provides improvement in stability of output--if there is an outage of an
inverter or in a string of panels, this takes out a much smaller relative percentage of the
generation capacity compared to the two comparable but smaller PV projects. The weaker
coverage ratios are reflected in the operations phase SACP difference of one notch compared with
Izcalli and two notches versus Sonnedix (this is before the impact of potential government support
for Sweihan).

The proposed tail (0.25 years) for Sweihan is shorter than for Sonnedix (2.0 years). However, we do
not consider this to be a risk, given that the debt fully amortizes and no decommissioning fees are
incorporated under the debt life.

Overall, we view the rating on Sweihan as already capturing these relative strengths and
weaknesses and therefore we do not adjust the Sweihan rating based on comparable rating
assessment.

Environmental, Social, And Governance

Environmental factors are positive for SPPC, as the renewable nature of the power plant is in line
with the Emirate's target for increased generation from renewables. Additionally, the solar
irradiance that underpins the energy generation is a stable resource and we do not view it
currently as exposed to variation related to climate change.

From a social perspective, renewables in UAE enjoy a good social and political perception. As the
first in a series of planned solar PV projects, the project also benefits from government support if
the PPA is terminated and has a majority government shareholder so we view governance risks as
minimal for this project.
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Rating Score Snapshot

Operations phase SACP (Senior Debt)

- OPBA: 3 (1=best to 12=worst)

- Preliminary SACP: bbb-

- Downside impact on SACP: bbb (no adjustment)

- Liquidity: Neutral

- Comparative analysis assessment: None

- Operations counterparty ratings adjustment: Neutral

- Financial counterparty ratings adjustment: Neutral

- Operations phase SACP: bbb-

Modifiers (Senior Debt)

- Parent linkage: Delinked

- Structural protection: Neutral

- Government Related Entity Adjustment: +2 notches

- Senior debt issue rating: BBB+/Stable

Related Criteria

- General Criteria: Environmental, Social, And Governance Principles In Credit Ratings, Oct. 10,
2021

- Criteria | Structured Finance | General: Counterparty Risk Framework: Methodology And
Assumptions, March 8, 2019

- General Criteria: Rating Government-Related Entities: Methodology And Assumptions, March
25, 2015

- Criteria | Corporates | Project Finance: Project Finance Operations Methodology, Sept. 16, 2014

- Criteria | Corporates | Project Finance: Project Finance Framework Methodology, Sept. 16, 2014

- Criteria | Corporates | Project Finance: Key Credit Factors For Power Project Financings, Sept.
16, 2014

- Criteria | Corporates | Project Finance: Project Finance Transaction Structure Methodology,
Sept. 16, 2014

- General Criteria: Country Risk Assessment Methodology And Assumptions, Nov. 19, 2013

- Criteria | Corporates | Project Finance: Project Finance Construction And Operations
Counterparty Methodology, Dec. 20, 2011

- General Criteria: Principles Of Credit Ratings, Feb. 16, 2011
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